
UPDATE ON CEEFPA EXTENSION AND NEW COURT PROCEDURES 

ON AUGUST 12, 2021 SCOTUS DECLARED SECTION A OF THE HARDSHIP DECLARATION AS 

UNCONSTITUTIONAL. 

- HDs were no longer in effect.   

- Landlords were able to fill out non-military affidavits to requests warrants.  

- Motions were no longer needed to obtain a default judgment or warrant. 

ON SEPTEMBER 2, 2021, NYS REINSTATED CEEFPA, HARDSHIP DECLARATIONS AND EXTENDED THE 

EVICTION MORATORIUM TO JANUARY 15, 2022 

- A landlord can now challenge the veracity of a Hardship Declaration filed by a tenant by motion 

attesting to a good faith belief that the HD is not valid. 

- A new Hardship Declaration Form is available which outlines the right of landlord to contest the 

tenant’s claims of a hardship. 

- A landlord must file motions to obtain default judgments and to request the issuance or 

execution of warrants of evictions if a tenant has not filed a hardship declaration or not 

answered the petition. 

- ERAP filing stays all proceedings, including those previously commenced.  

o Once ERAP determined, whether denial or pay, any remaining balance may be pursued. 

o Need motion to restore after ERAP determination – we need breakdown showing 

application of funds. 

IN PERSON COURT APPEARANCES TO RESUME ON 9/20/21 

- Limited to 5 cases per hour in resolution parts.   

- Court created new INTAKE Part, for cases where tenant answered and has not yet appeared.  

o Tenant will be referred to legal service provider for possible representation.  Case will 

then be transferred from INTAKE Part to Resolution Part.  

o We can appear virtually in the INTAKE Part, but in-person for the resolution parts. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

(1) We recommend commencing proceedings where no HD received.  We also suggest that many 

cases previously commenced, and not at the petition stage, be restarted.  

o There is an avenue to challenge HD if returned on Default Notice or Rent Demand – file 

affidavit based on good faith belief that the HD is not valid when purchasing index #, 

and notify tenant of intent to challenge HD when serving petition. 

o Court must hold a hearing on challenge to HD – not sure how soon after the papers are 

served, and whether put on calendar without motion.  

(2) Process all cases aggressively. Get cases into the queue as court is now calendaring cases once 

the tenant answers.  Also, we can make motion for default if tenants do not answer. 

(3) Getting tenants referred to service providers is imperative as this is the best opportunity to get 

them to apply for ERAP if they have not already applied for assistance. 

(4) Make motions for default judgments and motions to issue/execute warrants.  We need to get 

those cases moving even if it leads to a tenant filing a HD. 



(5) Consider challenging HD on all circumstances where the tenant files upon receipt of Default 

Notice and/or Rent Demand since we can file petitions with affidavit contesting HD.  

- If you have definitive evidence that tenant was financially affected ie. recertification or 

Section 8 income documentation – Do not to challenge HD in existing proceeding.  

(6) Restart all super holdovers, because the court is now allowing us to include a court appearance 

date on all holdover proceedings. 

 

 

 

 


